IN 2017 INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL RELIEF SERVED OVER 30,000 PATIENTS THROUGH 33 PROGRAMS WITH 1,336 VOLUNTEERS.

International Medical Relief is a transparent, non-profit organization that provides humanitarian assistance through medical relief. We are transparent in our mission, our work, our finances, and our operations. We believe in complete financial reporting and disclosure, and board and management fiscal responsibility for our operations.

International Medical Relief is recognized as a tax-exempt organization under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Your gifts to IMR are tax-deductible in the United States to the extent allowed by law. For more information about our financial or non-profit status, you can contact us by phone 970-635-0110 or via email at contact@imrus.org
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

These statements present the financial position of International Medical Relief for Fiscal Year 2017, which runs from January 1 through December 31. All figures are reported in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States of America.

USE OF FUNDS

International Medical Relief operates with just 1.7% administrative and fundraising costs, so that more than 98 CENTS of every dollar donated is invested directly into our programs.

PUTTING YOUR DOLLARS TO WORK

FOR EVERY $1 DONATED TO INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL RELIEF, MORE THAN $18 IN MEDICINES, MEDICAL SUPPLIES, AND MEDICAL SERVICES ARE DONATED TO THOSE IN NEED.
“Senegal has been such a hospitable place and I feel that everyone I have had contact with has become part of my family. The people go out of their way to make you feel that way. I can only hope that my being here on this mission has brought them as much comfort, happiness, and blessings that their allowing me to care for them has brought to me.”

– Donna, Team Senegal
Following the landfall of Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico in October, IMR jumped in to provide disaster relief. We mobilized three separate teams with volunteers and supplies and were able to respond in just a few weeks.

Many nursing students from InterAmericana University in Puerto Rico volunteered with IMR. Thanks to our ground team leader Alex for arranging to have these wonderful students with us!

Student nurses from InterAmericana University School of Nursing and their Professor along with some of the IMR team members. RN Alex, our ground team leader on the right, is an alum and the driving force to ensure they got a clinical experience with IMR after Hurricane Maria tried and failed to stop their education.

Students from the school of optometry joined our team to provide eye exams and treat the rampant conjunctivitis.

House calls and serenading – an amazing trust builder for our patients!

The IMR Puerto Rico team had the honor of making new friends on the streets of San Juan with Operación Compasión. We met many street people, provided toiletries and hugs, checked a few wounds, and gave the many women menstrual supplies and other needed items. Some were professional musicians and serenaded us with love songs. Others talked to us about where we were from.

One young man shared his talent of creating beautiful flowers out of palm fronds and showed us how he creates his art. It was the perfect end to our amazing journey that Hurricane Maria started. Puerto Rico may be down, but she is rising!
From a Day in Clinic in Nepal: We were told this would be a life-changing trip for some of us. However, I don’t think any of us were prepared for what all this day would bring… at least I wasn’t.

We rode in buses through Nepal to set up a clinic up above the city. Once we arrived at our destination, we received the official Nepali welcome: piping hot tea and biscuits on the community center rooftop! After set-up, we began to see patients.

Nurses like Nicole assessed patients so they could determine in which area they would need to be treated.

Steven, Kendall, Kaitlyn, and Brittany, all nursing students, took much-needed vital signs.

Zoe, Lindsey, and Victoria spent the morning teaching the children how to wash their hands and brush their teeth.

Sophia and Dick worked tirelessly to ensure each patient that came through the vision station received glasses that would enable them to read. They knew they had picked the right pair when the patient’s face would light up in a smile after trying them on!

This team came together to deliver the kind of care our patients needed and deserved. We cared for over 300 patients and could not have asked for a more fulfilling day.

– Kimberly, nursing student, Team Nepal volunteer
"I am so grateful for the most incredible opportunity I had to provide medical care to hundreds of islanders living in the Thailand Gulf. The hope that shines through the smiles of all these Cambodian people, especially the children, is the most inspiring thing I’ve ever seen. Simple things like tiny stickers, toothbrushes, sunglasses, and playing patty cake with us brought them the purest joy that is indescribable. The medical care we gave them in a week is so small compared to the massive amount of joy and memories they gave to us that will last a lifetime."

- Abbey, Team Thailand Gulf
India
Nepal (2 missions)
Dominican Republic
Thailand (2 missions)
Senegal
Myanmar
Puerto Rico (3 missions)
Uganda
Haiti (5 missions)
Indonesia
Panama
Vietnam
Nicaragua
Zambia
Ethiopia
Cambodia (2 missions)
South Africa
Brazil (2 missions)
Peru
Philippines
Thailand Gulf
Kenya
Rwanda

2017 MISSION TRIPS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS & MEDICAL BOARD

The governing bodies of International Medical Relief are proud to have oversight of the fiduciary responsibilities of the organization and the medical protocols and best practices for field operations. The boards regularly meet and provide guidance to the organization, as well as self-evaluation. Together, they provide sound, ethical, legal governance and financial oversight of the organization’s operations and steer the activities toward continued success.

Board of Directors:
- Shauna King
- Ann Vanderslice

Medical Board:
- Amy Jordheim
- Dr. William Hughes
- Dr. Carolyn Johnson
“I will absolutely do another IMR trip. I felt a renewed love of medicine and love of people that I had drifted from in my RN career in the US. Seeing the authentic joy & appreciation from these patients in Kenya filled my heart.”
– Julia, Team Kenya